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Abstract—Nowadays, to benefit from Internet access is so easy
in some areas of the world as difficult in others. There are some
different projects whose purpose is to extend Internet access
to areas which do not have it yet. Each of these projects has
unique characteristics that distinguish it from others (different
transmission channels, different devices used, . . . ). One possible
solution provides the use of a particular type of satellites called
nanosatellites. Using these devices, we can have a solution to
extend the network access in rural and remote areas which
offers a good balance among performances, security and costs.
In a network of this type ground stations (called hot spots)
are deployed, which upload data destined to rural areas on
nanosatellites and download data destined to Internet servers
from nanosatellites. During a data connection, an Internet server
that wants to reply to a request coming from a rural area has
many hot spot alternatives to whom it can deliver data. The
problem of choosing the “optimal” hot spot becomes important
because a wrong choice could lead to a high delivery delay.
We propose “HotSel”: a hot spot selection algorithm able to
minimize data delivery time. HotSel is simple and practical, and
outperforms two other selection mechanisms used as comparison.
All results have been collected by using Network Simulator 3
(NS3) and developing a module able to simulate a nanosatellite
network.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Despite the technological progress gets used to the frequent
emergence of new technologies and gives us new devices
which implement new functionalities almost every day, there
is a huge amount of world population (about 60%) that does
not have access to the Internet since lives in countries or in
remote areas where there is no ICT infrastructure. One of
the main reasons is the cost needed to provide these areas
with cables and communication infrastructures. These costs are
often prohibitive compared with the yielded benefits. Another
important reason is related to security and reliability, because,
in many rural areas, undesirable situations which could damage
telecommunication infrastructure occur quite frequently, such
as natural disasters as earthquakes or political events as wars.
In literature, the problem to connect remote areas to
the Internet has been principally tackled through the use of
inexpensive Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) mobile devices
[5], [14], [15], [17]. These architectures offer valid and cheap
solutions, but suffer of severe performance limits due to the
massive use of ground facilities, which include mechanical
backhauls such as buses and cars to transport data [17].
Satellite communications [7], [10], [11], [13] are another way

to provide Internet access in these areas, but current satellite
technologies require high costs in the construction, launch and
maintenance. Other solutions involve the use of a network of
balloons travelling at an altitude of about 20 km (Google’s
Project Loon) [8], the use of drones, such as in the new
Facebook’s project called Internet.org [6], and the utilization of
a huge number of LEO satellites in the SpaceX and partners’
project [18] and in the Virgin, Qualcomm, and other partners’
project called Oneweb [12].
Nanosatellites have been recently proposed as a costeffective solution to extend the network access in rural and
remote areas [1]. A good example is CubeSat [9], a kind of
nanosatellite shaped as a 10 cm sided cube with a mass up to
1.33 kg. The cost needed to fabricate and launch a nanosatellite
is about 0.1% of the cost needed to fabricate and launch a
classical LEO communication satellite. In this solution rural
and/or remote areas are connected through local gateways that
communicate in an opportunistic fashion with the nanosatellite
constellation by using the DTN paradigm [2], [4].
We have decided to use nanosatellites in our scenario
because their cost is lower than other satellites one, and
because they offer better performance than other solutions
which provide the use of fix or mobile ground infrastructure.
However, HotSel can be used in a generic satellite network,
independently from the satellite type.
II.

U SE CASE SCENARIO

Figure 1 shows a nanosatellites/DTN network scenario.
There are different type of nodes:
•

Rural nodes: R1 , . . . , RN , RN +1 , . . . , RM represent
the users situated in rural and remote areas who would
like to have access to the Internet.

•

Cold Spots: CS1 and CS2 are the rural ground
stations that, on one hand, collect all data from rural
nodes in order to upload them on nanosatellites, and,
on the other hand, download data destined to rural
users from nanosatellites.

•

Hot Spots: HS1 and HS2 are the Internet ground stations that, on one hand, download data from nanosatellites and forward them to the nodes on the Internet
(e.g. the Internet servers), and, on the other hand,
upload data on nanosatellites which bring them to rural
nodes.
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through an overlay protocol, called Bundle Protocol (BP) [16],
developed on top of either transport (such as TCP and UDP)
and lower layer (such as Bluetooth and Ethernet) protocols. BP
data unit is called “bundle”. It is a message that encapsulates
application layer protocol data units. The DTN paradigm and
BP are employed just to cope with this problem.
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The central node may have many hot spot alternatives to
whom it can deliver response data. Figure 1 shows two possible
choices: HS1 and HS2 . Different hot spots can send data to
rural destinations with different delivery delay depending on
the number, position and buffer occupancy of the nanosatellites
they will come in contact with. The problem of choosing the
“best” hot spot becomes important because the choice will
impact on the delivery delay.
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Figure 1: Nanosatellite network scenario.

•

Nanosatellites: SAT1 , SAT2 , and SAT3 are the
nanosatellites which upload and download data from
ground stations (both hot and cold spots). They change
their position along their orbit;

•

Internet nodes: D is an Internet node (e.g. Web
Server, Mail Server, . . . ) which acts as the destination
of all rural nodes requests. It represents an Internet
Server.

•

Central node: C is the central node of the DTN-based
nanosatellites network whose purpose is to receive all
rural nodes requests in order to collect all responses
and to forward each of them to the proper hot spot.

When a rural user R1 wants to browse the Internet or
connect to a mail server, it sends its request to the cold spot
that manages the remote region where it is situated (CS1 ). CS1
waits the next nanosatellite passage (SAT1 in the example in
Figure 1). If the nanosatellite buffer is not full, it accepts and
transports the request. When it comes in contact with the first
hot spot on its route (HS2 ), it delivers the request to HS2
that forwards the message to the central node C. C reads the
message to know which is the destination node (e.g. D) and
delivers the request to it. On the reverse path, D sends back
the response to the central node. C selects one of the hot spots
under its control and forwards the response to it. The selected
hot spot uploads the message on a nanosatellite that delivers
it to the proper cold spot which finally delivers the response
to the rural node.
Differently from classical satellite networks, the communication path between rural nodes and the central node is a
disconnected path, because all links are not up at the same
time. This may be considered a structural constraint. The
DTN architecture provides long term information storage on
intermediate nodes so tackling link disruptions, very long
delays, and intermittent connectivity. The action is carried out

H OT S POT S ELECTION

In this section we describe “HotSel”: a dynamic hot spot
selection method implemented in the central node C. HotSel
computes the optimal hot spot choice to minimize the delivery
time of each bundle destined to the rural users. To do this,
the central node needs to know, in each time instant, the
current position of the nanosatellites belonging to the orbit
under its control1 , and how hot spots and nanosatellites buffer
occupancy will evolve2 , in order to predict how much data
will be loaded on each satellite and when the new bundle
will be served. In particular, at each bundle arrival, for each
“candidate” hot spot, the method computes the number of
nanosatellites necessary to upload the queued bundles and the
new arrived one. To fulfil this aim, it analyses each nanosatellite in order to estimate the nanosatellite buffer occupancy
evolution in the near future.
Input: BJ - bundle destined to CSJ ; HS, CS, SAT - set of hot
spots, cold spots and nanosatellites, respectively;
Output: io - HSi that minimizes the delivery time of bundle BJ ;
1
2
3
4
5

foreach hot spot i ∈ HS do
di,J ← di,J + 1;
Si ← ComputeN umberN anosatellites (di,J );
Di,J ← wi,k + (Si − 1) W
+ ti,J ;
N
io = argmin Di,J ;
i∈HS

Figure 2: HotSel implementation
HotSel implementation is shown in Figure 2. A bundle
BJ needs to be transmitted to the CSJ∈CS . For each HSi ,
HotSel computes the delivery time Di,J needed to transmit
BJ by using HSi . The amount of data queued on HSi is
updated considering the new arrived bundle BJ (di,J +1). Then
the function ComputeN umberN anosatellites computes the
number Si of nanosatellites on the constellation that HSi uses
to upload the queued data destined to CSJ (di,J ). Delivery
time Di,J is computed as:
Di,J = wi,k + (Si − 1)

W
+ ti,J ,
N

(1)

1 it is able to do this because it knows the nanosatellites initial position and
their altitude, hence it knows how they are moving
2 through a proper protocol which allows nanosatellites to send their buffer
occupancy information to the hot spots whenever they come in contact with
each other
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the data from HSi and from the other hot and cold spots,
the variable Si is incremented by 1 and the next nanosatellite
is analysed (k ← k − 1 means that the nanosatellite behind
k is analysed). The loop is terminated when all the bundles
queued in HSi and destined to CSJ have been virtually
uploaded on Si nanosatellites (di,J = 0). The objective of
function U ploadDataOnSAT is simulating the movement
of k along its path having SATk and HSi as input.

function ComputeN umberN anosatellites (di,J );
nanosatellite k ← first nanosatellite comes in contact with HSi ;
repeat
nextHS(k): next HS on the path of SATk ;
CS k : subset of CS on the path of SATk between
nextHS(k) − 1 and nextHS(k) ;
U ploadDataOnSAT (k, nextHS(k), CS k );
Si ← Si + 1;
k ← k − 1;
until diJ = 0;
return Si ;

In case the next hot spot with which SATk comes in
contact is exactly the analysed HSi (as SAT1 in Figure 1
with HS1 ), lines 3-7 in Figure 4 are processed. If there is
at least one cold spot in the orbit portion in which SATk is
located (CS k = ∅), SATk downloads all the data destined to
those cold spots and then sets dk,j = 0, ∀j ∈ CS k . dk,j = 0,
means that, in each orbit, each SATk cannot carry more than
Q bundles and can download to the destination cold spot only
this amount of data per orbit. The bundles in excess would
remain in the buffer at least for an entire orbit.

Figure 3: Function ComputeNumberNanosatellites
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function U ploadDataOnSAT (k, nextHS(k), CS k );
if nextHS(k) = i then
if CS k = ∅ then
dk,j = 0 ∀j ∈ CS k ;
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else

calculate pi,j,k using Eqs. (3) − (5);
di,j ← di,j − pi,j,k , ∀j ∈ CS;
dk,j ← dk,j + pi,j,k , ∀j ∈ CS;

After this operation, SATk is virtually moved until HSi
comes in contact with it. HotSel calculates which data the
chosen HSi will upload on SATk as follows:

if CS k = ∅ then
dk,j = 0 ∀j ∈ CS k ;

pi,j,k ,
s.t.

calculate pl,j,k using Eqs. (8) − (10);
dl,j ← dl,j − pl,j,k , ∀j ∈ CS;
dk,j ← dk,j + pl,j,k , ∀j ∈ CS;

∀j ∈ CS

(3)
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nextHS(k) ← nextHS(k) + 1;
CS k ← subset of CS on the path of SATk between
nextHS(k) − 1 and nextHS(k) ;
U ploadDataOnSAT (k, nextHS(k), CS k );

pi,j,k ≤ min[di,j , Q−dk,j ],

pi,j,k ≤ Q;

where wi,k is the flight time from the current position to HSi
of the first SATk that will come in contact with i. W
N is
the average flight time between two nanosatellites. ti,J is the
flight time of each SAT between its contact with HSi and
CSJ . HotSel iterates on all hot spots. The optimal HSio that
minimizes the delivery time for bundle BJ is:
i∈HS

(5)

∀j∈CS

Figure 4: Function UploadDataOnSAT

io = argmin Di,J .

(4)

(2)

The
implementation
of
the
function
ComputeN umberN anosatellites is reported in Figure
3. SATk is selected as the first nanosatellite that will come
in contact with HSi (Line 2). The function enters in a
do-while loop in which SATk is virtually moved on its path
until it comes in contact with HSi (by using the function
U ploadDataOnSAT shown in Figure 4). During the virtual
movement, if SATk comes in contact with other hot spots
and cold spots, the relative queues will be updated according
to the data stored in the nodes. Lines 4 and 5 in Figure 3
define two variables: nextHS(k), which represents the next
hot spot with which SATk will come in contact, and CS k ,
which is the set of cold spots that are located between the
two hot spots where SATk is currently located. We indicate
with nextHS(k) − 1 the hot spot before nextHS(k) on the
clockwise orbit path. Referring to Figure 1 and assuming
SATk as SAT3 : nextHS(k) = HS1 , CS k = CS2 and
nextHS(k) − 1 = HS2 . When SATk has virtually received

dk,j is the amount of data already stored on SATk and destined
to CSj . pi,j,k is the amount of data that HSi uploads on SATk
constrained to: 1) HSi cannot upload more data than those it
has stored and it cannot upload more than Q−dk,j data destined
to CSj . In this way SATk will not carry more than Q data
destined to CSj and it will empty the buffer dedicated to CSj
(Eq. 4). 2) The total amount of data that HSi uploads to SATk
is bounded by Q (Eq. 5). Finally, hot spot and nanosatellite
buffer occupancies are updated:
di,j ← di,j − pi,j,k ,
dk,j ← dk,j + pi,j,k ,

∀j ∈ CS
∀j ∈ CS.

(6)
(7)

U ploadDataOnSAT terminates and variable Si is incremented by one. If di,J = 0 after the update of Eq. 6, the
procedure is repeated from Line 4 until di,J = 0.
Alternatively, if the next hot spot with which SATk comes
in contact is not HSi , as SAT2 in Figure 1 with HS1 (Lines
8-17 in Figure 4), HotSel proceeds making the calculations
described before, but considering the previous hot spot in the
orbit path, called HSl . In particular:
pl,j,k , ∀j ∈ CS
s.t.
pl,j,k ≤ min[dl,j , Q−dk,j ],

pl,j,k ≤ Q;

(8)
(9)
(10)

∀j∈CS

The equations above are derived from Eq. (3), (4) and (5)
with the substitution of i with l. Then HSl and SATk buffer

occupancy are updated:
dl,j ← dl,j − pl,j,k ,
dk,j ← dk,j + pl,j,k ,

∀j ∈ CS
∀j ∈ CS.

(11)
(12)

consecutive nanosatellites is constant, assuming that nanosatellites speed remains constant for the entire orbit. We define as
orbit portion each part of the orbit between two consecutive
hot spots.

Finally, SATk is virtually moved on the next orbit portion (it
would be moved after HS2 in Figure 1): nextHS(k) and CS k
are updated and U ploadDataOnSAT is called recursively.

SAT2

HS2

To make this algorithm usable in any nanosatellite network
topology is necessary that:
•

•

•

1)

2)

CS5

CS8
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Figure 5: Scenario 1
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In both scenarios, all ground stations (both hot spots and cold
spots) are equally spaced, and also the distance between two
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Endpoints identification: each DTN node has an
unique identifier which is used for routing.

Scenario 1: it is composed of 4 hot spots (HS1 HS4 ), 4 nanosatellites (SAT1 -SAT4 ), 8 cold spots
(CS1 -CS8 ) and 2 rural nodes for each cold spot (R1
and R2 are linked to CS1 , R3 and R4 are linked to
CS2 , . . . ). Its topology is shown in Figure 5.
Scenario 2: it is composed of 4 hot spots (HS1 HS4 ), 8 nanosatellites (SAT1 -SAT8 ), 16 cold spots
(CS1 -CS16 ) and 2 rural nodes for each cold spot
(R1 -R32 ). Its topology is shown in Figure 6.

CS6
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Heterogeneity: each DTN node is able to carry out
a communication even though the nodes on the path
between source and destination are not based on the
same technologies and standards;

soon

R11-R12

CS7

Delay and disruption tolerance: each DTN node is able
to carry out a communication even though there is no
persistent path between source and destination, storing
each bundle to forward until the link with the next
DTN hop is up and there is the possibility to transmit
it;

3 the
source code will be available
http://www.scnl.diten.unige.it/software#NS3DTN
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We performed a set of tests by using two different scenarios:
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This module provides also an implementation of bundle header,
even though it is a shorter version than the one defined in
[16]. The module implements our proposed hot spot selection
algorithm.

CS4

R7-R8

Internet

HS1

Differently from [3], we have decided to implement HotSel
in Network Simulator 3 (NS3) because it allows managing
more functionalities than its predecessor NS2. We have developed a DTN NS3 module 3 which includes the following DTN
characteristics:

•
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the buffer size of all nanosatellites is big enough in
order to allow storing the maximum possible amount
of data, corresponding to Q bundles, for each cold
spot.
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the buffer of each hot spot has always enough free
space to store the messages received from the central
node;
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Figure 6: Scenario 2
For each scenario, we have made different simulations by
varying the number of traffic flows, in order to test HotSel
performance in different possible and realistic situations. Each
simulated traffic flow has the central node as source node and
a rural node as destination node, and it is composed by 500
bundles of 50 KB each. The following formalism has been

For each simulation, we computed ADT by using three
different mechanisms for the hot spot selection:
-

HotSel;

-

Static: all bundles destined to a specific rural area are
forwarded to a specific and fixed hot spot;

-

Random: the hot spot choice is random.

To better quantify the performance improvement achievable
by using HotSel, we have decided to test four different network
load configurations for each scenario:
1)

2)

3)

4)

One portion (1P): all traffic flow destination nodes
are located in the same orbit portion. For Scenario 1
and Scenario 2, 1P means to use the configurations
named R1 -R3 and R1 -R5 , respectively.
Two consecutive portions (2CP): all traffic flow
destination nodes are located in two consecutive orbit
portions. For Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, 2CP means
to use the configurations named R1 -R3 -R5 -R7 and
R1 -R5 -R9 -R15 , respectively.
Two not consecutive portions (2NCP): all traffic
flow destination nodes are located in two not consecutive orbit portions (in our scenarios they are
opposite portions). For Scenario 1 and Scenario 2,
2NCP means to use the configurations named R1 R3 -R9 -R11 and R1 -R5 -R17 -R21 , respectively.
All portions (AP): the traffic flow destination nodes
are equally distributed among all orbit portions. For
Scenario 1 and Scenario 2, AP means to use the
configurations named R1 -R5 -R9 -R13 and R1 -R9 R17 -R25 , respectively.

Scenario 1. Figure 7 shows that in all simulations, HotSel
outperforms both Static and Random Choice selections. The
performances achievable by using HotSel are very good for
two reasons: 1) when there are not or there are few bundles
stored in the hot spots and destined to the destination cold
spot, HotSel chooses the “nearest” hot spot to the destination
cold spot; 2) if there is a congestion situation at the “nearest”

6000

Average Delivery Time [s]

The parameter used to evaluate the performance is the
Average Delivery Time (ADT), defined as:

N  RX
− TnT X
n=1 Tn
ADT =
(13)
N
where N is the number of bundles per traffic flow (500 in our
simulations), TnRX is the time instant when the n−th bundle is
received, and TnT X is the time instant when the n − th bundle
is transmitted.

hot spot to the destination cold spot, HotSel can upload on
nanosatellites bundles belonging to all traffic flows through
all hot spots, so increasing the amount of data carried by
each nanosatellite during each orbit. This obviously cannot
be done both by Static and by Random Choice. The only
exception is in simulation AP, where Static Choice offers the
same performance of HotSel. The motivation is that when
the congestion level of all hot spots is the same, HotSel
always chooses the same hot spot of Static Choice, which
is the “nearest” hot spot to the destination cold spot. The
mean performance improvement by using HotSel compared to
Static Choice in this scenario is about 18%, while compared
to Random Choice is 23%.
Static Choice
Random Choice
HotSel

5000
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2CP

2NCP
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Figure 7: Average delivery time varying traffic flows
configuration (Scenario 1).

Scenario 2. Figure 8 shows that HotSel offers better
performance than the other two selection algorithms also in
this scenario, with the same exception for simulation AP. The
mean performance improvement by using HotSel compared to
Static Choice in this scenario is about 10%, while compared
to Random Choice is 42%.
4000

Average Delivery Time [s]

used to define the rural nodes where the traffic is addressed:
the notation Rx -Ry -Rz -Rt means that there are 4 traffic flows
with Rx , Ry , Rz , and Rt as destination nodes. Using this
module, we are able to set more realistic parameters about the
nanosatellite orbit than ones in [3]. The nanosatellites altitude
is 200 km, consequently the orbit time is about 90 minutes
and the contact time is about 256 s. The transmission rate
of satellite links is 230 Kbps, so ground stations can upload
on nanosatellites and nanosatellites can download to ground
stations about 7 MB of data in each contact (satellite links are
full duplex). This amount is an underestimation, because we
have set margin times at the beginning and end of contacts.

Static Choice
Random Choice
HotSel

3000
2000
1000
0

1P

2CP

2NCP

AP

Figure 8: Average delivery time varying traffic flows
configuration (Scenario 2).

In general, Random choice does not take the optimal
choice for all bundles, and does not consider the presence of
congestion situations, so it always offers worst performance
than HotSel. Static Choice offers excellent performance when
the destination nodes are equally distributed among the orbit
portions (simulations AP) but it is inefficient in all other
distribution cases. Obviously, the performance offered for
all schemes also depends on the number of nanosatellites,
because increasing this number, the distance (and consequently
the flight time) between one nanosatellite and the following

decreases. This is clear comparing the performance in Scenario
1 (Figure 7) with the one in Scenario 2 (Figure 8).
Finally, we have modified the network topology adding
some not DTN nodes in the Internet part of the network as
background traffic sources, in order to simulate a more realistic
network with possible congestion situations on links between
the central node and hot spots. However, we have not reported
the obtained results in this paper because they are exactly the
same of the simulations without background traffic. The main
reason of this behaviour is that the biggest part of delivery
times concerns the time that bundles have to wait in the hot
spots buffers until a nanosatellite uploads them, which remains
the same regardless of the presence of other traffic flows.
V.

C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented HotSel, a hot spot selection algorithm able to minimize data delivery time in
a nanosatellite-DTN rural access network. HotSel is implemented in the central node of a nanosatellite constellation
and allows choosing which hot spot is the best to forward
data destined to users located in remote areas. HotSel reduces
bundles delivery times in all simulated scenarios and traffic
flows configurations assuring a gain ranging between 0% and
27% compared with Static Choice, and between 7% and 70%
compared with Random Choice.
Efficient multi central node architecture and relative load
balancing will be studied in future in order to cope with
the drawbacks issues related to the use of a single central
node. Future research will be devoted also to carry on more
complex simulations, by varying, for example, traffic distributions. Moreover, the DTN module will be extended in order
to simulate a multi-orbit nanosatellite network, providing to
nanosatellites the possibility to communicate with each other.
A more deep and detailed description about the architectural
aspects of the network and the communication among rural
nodes and Internet serves will be included in a future work as
not belonging to the main topic of this article.
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